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Hello
Satisfying the needs of customers is at the core of marketing, and companies
have been investing in various practices that help them do this. Be it
customer support or CRM, the objective for a business has always been to
ensure that customers remain happy with its offering.
Recently we’ve seen the emergence of a practice called Customer Success.
The philosophy here is simple: if you help your customers succeed in their
business, you succeed in yours too. If not, they will sure as hell look for
someone who will help them succeed. It’s an interesting way of looking at
business, and the benefits of it are far reaching.
In this issue, we decided to enquire into the workings of Customer Success
at the ground level by talking to senior managers who are driving this
practice in various organizations. Put together, their stories will give you an
insight into the multidimensional possibilities of Customer success.
We also looked into the findings of a recent study carried out globally by
Regalix on the current state of Customer Success. We have included a brief
summary of the findings of that research for you.
In our artistic space, we have featured the work of promising young artist
Dyuti Mittal. She is an illustrator and a graphic artist. Her control over
color and line is remarkable. Her unusual sense of composition gives her
work an interesting and unique voice. We present six of her artworks here.
Happy reading!

Arunh Krishnan
Editor
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State of Customer
Success 2018:
Report Summary
While customer success as a practice may have found acceptance amongst
marketers today, there is still some way to go before businesses can gain
the most from it, concludes a recent study done by Regalix titled “State of
customer success 2018”. That’s because customer success programs are still
primarily driven by the need to reduce churn (66%), and increase product usage
(65%); longer-term benefits like upselling and cross-selling (38%) or gaining
referrals (16%) are yet to be fully leveraged. In fact, Customer Lifetime Value, a
long-term indicator of the performance of a customer success program was
not even being tracked by as high as 57% of the respondents.
According to the study, companies preferred email (88%) and phone (80%) the
most to engage with their existing customers. Webinar & online events (37%)
and social media (12%) were less preferred despite having proven advantages.
Managing customer expectations (57%) and measuring customer satisfaction (52%)
were the biggest challenges that marketers said they faced in running their
customer success programs.
Live demos (78%) came out as the most-used asset for onboarding customers.
Videos (49%), in comparison, found less favor.
So which technologies did marketers hope to employ soon in their customer
success programs? Well, predictive analytics won hands-down with a response
rate of 68%. Chatbots, the current buzz notwithstanding, found favor with only
27% of the respondents.
The report goes on to imply that while the current initiatives undertaken by
marketers in their customer success programs are commendable, marketers
will stand to gain a lot more by digging deeper into the benefits of such a
program.
To read the detailed report please visithttp://www.regalix.com/insights/state-customer-success-2018/
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AI will augment but
not replace human
judgement
According to Gartner, 55% of mature organizations have begun investing in AI or plan to do so by 2020. AI has
moved from the realm of imagination into the world of reality. Chatbots have caught everyone’s fancy. Yet there is
fear that AI may soon take over human jobs.
We met with Asheesh Mehra, Co-founder and CEO, Antworks, to get his perspective on the subject. Antworks
is a global AI company that works with automation and enterprise intelligence. They provide the only integrated
intelligent automation enterprise-level product that is powered by Fractal Science.
Interviewed by Priscilla Thomas
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// What are the current trends in customer
service affected by automation?

combination in the world. As I said, AI will be leveraged
to automate administration and to augment human
judgement. However, AI will bring with it new criteria
for success: collaboration capabilities, information
sharing, experimentation, learning and decision-making
effectiveness. Organizations will have to develop training
and recruitment strategies for creativity, collaboration,
empathy, and judgment skills. Enterprises will have to
develop a diverse workforce and team of managers that
balance experience with creative and social intelligence
— each side complementing the other to support sound
collective judgment. Setting new KPIs can be leveraged
to drive adoption of AI.

The overarching trend in customer support has
been self-service. Customers do not like to talk to
customer service agents. Chatbots have had a long
history of evolution. Gen 1 chatbots were hard-coded
and dumb bots that provided predefined responses.
Then came the smarter Gen 2 bots which depended
on NLP to answer queries. We, at AntWorks, have
been collaborating with several of our clients to build
self-service bots that depend on NLP and even NLG
(natural language generation) to fetch the required
information and handshake with the enterprise system
to fulfill transactional requests. AI-powered chatbots
are getting smarter and smarter every day. Chatbots
today can handle both routine and complex queries, so
everyone wins. Customers get the answers they want
and companies save costs along the way.

// Google has predicted that its AI-driven
assistant will become a “predictive, allknowing, super helpful and conversational
assistant.” Are there any limitations with
AI?

// What strategies should businesses
adopt to transform outdated customer
service touchpoints into omni-channel, AIenhanced processes?

This question reminds me of Microsoft shutting down a
bot called Tay after pranksters pushed it to make racist,
sexist and pornographic remarks. Machine learning
works best in an environment with rules and huge
numbers of data points. The minute things get fuzzy—
either due to a lack of rules, an unclear evaluation of
success or a lack of data—artificial intelligence performs
poorly.

AI is ideal for omnichannel conversations. Consumers
expect conversations they have with an enterprise to
flow from one channel to another, so they don’t have to
backtrack or repeat themselves. An AI-powered virtual
assistant could be used very effectively in this context.
The assistant could also feed human agents relevant
facts to provide the right answers.
// How is AI helping to augment the work of
human customer service representatives?

AI will be
leveraged to
automate
administration
and to augment,
but not replace,
human judgment.

AI will be leveraged to automate administration and
to augment, but not replace, human judgment. AIpowered assistants will anticipate needs by context,
preferences, and prior queries and will deliver proactive
alerts, relevant offers, or content. They will additionally
become smarter over time due to artificial intelligence.
// According to Forrester, AI will replace 7%
of US jobs by 2025, leading to a fear that it
will render some careers obsolete. How can
organizations help their workforce adapt to
these changes?
While we call it Artificial Intelligence, it’s actually
Acquired Intelligence. This intelligence in the machines
is acquired from a human. This teamwork between
humans and machines will be the most powerful
05

B2B customers are
people and have
feelings too
In a recently published study by Regalix – State of Product Marketing 2017 – it was seen that marketers were
more focused on acquiring new customers than engaging and retaining existing ones. The report goes on to say,
“Sales and revenue generation continue to be the overarching concern of marketers. As a result, relationship
metrics like customer engagement have received less than their share of attention.”
Here, Asoke K. Laha, Founder, President & CEO,InterraIT Inc. and President & Managing Director of
InterraIT India, talks about how B2B service providers can engage with their customers for better retention and
improved business performance.
InterraIT is the largest privately held offshore consulting company with operations in India. The company offers
a comprehensive portfolio of IT and IT-enabled services with a distinct focus on providing product engineering
services, ERP solutions, web-based custom enterprise applications and mobile application development.
Interviewed by Priyanka Bhattacharya
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// In today’s context, how important is
it for B2B businesses to have a digital
marketing strategy in place?

journey via mails, social media and digital forums. Aftersales service and upgradation help you grow closer to
the customer, understand their priorities and provide
solutions in subsequent phases of consulting services.
This also helps in getting more referral business.

Marketing is extremely important for B2B companies,
just as it is for B2C. Traditional marketing techniques
will only get today’s B2B marketer so far. B2B customer
relationships are not about one-off transactions but
rather are built on long-term relationships nurtured by
demonstrating capabilities and showcasing credibility.
This is where digital marketing leaves a lasting impact.

Your customers will become your true evangelists once
they have all the facts about how beneficial your brand
is. This will make them want to share those facts with
others and spread the word.
// What is your strategy for engaging and
retaining existing customers? Research
shows that it is more cost-effective and
profitable to retain existing customers.

Routinely creating industry-relevant content and
disseminating it throughout the customer journey at
multiple touch points (Search, Social Media, Digital PR
and Landing Pages) provide maximum impact for a firm’s
digital marketing strategy.

For B2B companies in general, a strategy for engaging
and retaining existing customers is extremely important,
since the customer pool is significantly smaller, as
compared to B2C companies. Hence, it is relevant to
focus on keeping the existing customers happy and
retaining them for longer periods.

It is crucial that today’s marketers engage prospects
and customers by providing them with useful content
(case studies, white papers, etc.) that helps customers
improve their business performance and positions you
as an expert who they can rely upon.

InterraIT has been able to retain more than 70% of its
original customers all over the world. This has been
possible because of our proactive customer relationship
strategy. For InterraIT, being customer-centric is
embedded in our culture. Customer orientation is part
of our overall marketing strategy and the company’s
messaging.

// Research shows that most B2B vendors
or solution providers focus on customer
acquisition rather than engagement and
retention. Do you think as a B2B solution
provider, you need to focus on keeping your
existing customers engaged?

// What kind of technologies are you using
to understand customer behavior pattern
and needs?

Absolutely!
Unfortunately, not all B2B companies tread this
path. Many B2B marketing teams focus on customer
acquisition and prefer traditional tactics like direct mail
and trade shows, instead of engagement through social
media and content marketing. This needs to change! If
you think that you have an amazing sales and account
management team and there’s no need for digital
marketing, you’ll realize your mistake sooner or later.

In an increasingly customer-centric world, the ability
to capture and use customer insights to shape your
solutions is crucial. We, at InterraIT, utilize technology
at several levels to understand customer behavior. We
use analytics and big data in this field. We also leverage
statistical analysis and insights from market psychology
acquired by our team over the decades.

You have to understand that engagement is extremely
important. B2B customers are people and have feelings
too. They are not rational bots. Even though they are
extremely busy, they still want to be engaged, amused
and fed with great ideas. Your B2B customers will care
more about your products or services, and buy more,
if they know more about them. Greater understanding
leads to greater confidence in your products or
services. This can be achieved by feeding them about
your true differentiators, unique business processes
and past customer stories throughout the customer

We use advanced marketing automation platforms to
understand, manage and measure customer behavior
at multiple touch points. This has helped us remarkably
improve our lead generation and sales program and
maximize the impact of our marketing investments
across all channels.
Reporting dashboards, next-best-action analytics and
similar solutions have allowed our account managers
to compare performance and see what pricing and
07

engagement models are working for other similar clients.

loyalty program, since it helps develop greater insights
regarding your customers’ needs and expectations.
Loyalty programs also help create brand advocates or
evangelists who spread your name online and through
word of mouth to their partners and associates. These
programs offer businesses like ours an opportunity to
enhance engagement with clients and build a stronger
relationship with them.

Also, our customer support teams have deployed
systems based on artificial intelligence that are capable
of capturing and interpreting reams of data to provide
answers to the most frequently asked questions.
// How are you using analytics and AI
to improve your customer engagement
strategy?

Loyalty programs can be used as an opportunity to
sign up clients for newsletters, emails and webinars,
giving businesses another reason to engage with their
customers.

We have a dedicated AI and analytics team to examine
customer issues and priorities. This has added significant
value to our customer engagement and relationships.
We have derived a lot of value through analytics. This has
led to improved lead generation and lead scoring, higher
customer lifetime value through decrease in churn,
reduction in dispute occurrences, better cross-selling
and upselling, and an improved pricing structure.
AI tools like predictive analytics and chat-bots have
helped us provide efficient customer support, and
improve customer loyalty and satisfaction. AI tools
have been deployed by us to allow marketers to create
personalized campaigns, help sales teams to identify
customer buying patterns, and analyze and identify the
characteristics of past high-value customers.

Your customers
will become your
true evangelists,
once they have all
the facts about
how beneficial
your brand is.

With the power to measure, analyze and anticipate
customer needs and drive revenue, analytics and AI
technology cannot be overlooked.
// While B2C companies use loyalty
programs to retain customers, as a B2B
organization, do you feel it is important to
use loyalty programs and rewards to retain
customers?
B2C is a more commonly acknowledged ground for
loyalty programs but it is increasingly taking hold in
the B2B domain. We try to provide hyper-personalized
services to our customers in this area and also try
to focus on education, awareness and interactive
consultancy, so that retaining clients becomes a natural,
almost organic process. If you treat your customers like
family and take care of them accordingly, it becomes
a genuine bond which far exceeds market exchanges
and buying needs. We try to become their friends and
partners and answer questions and resolve doubts even
when no concrete sales are in the foresight.
There are many benefits to implementing a B2B
08

// Can you describe some interesting
activities you have done to keep your
customers informed and engaged, and
ensured better chances of cross selling
and upselling?

// InterraIT’s rules for engaging
existing customers:

Apart from our consistent content marketing programs
through newsletters, emails and webinars, we at
InterraIT have implemented the following methods to
increase engagement, loyalty and upselling opportunities.
•

Arranging member events: Our vision is
to build long-term and sustainable business
relationships with all our clients. In this regard, inperson events provide us with a great opportunity
to recognize our clients, strengthen ties with them,
introduce our latest service offerings and encourage
feedback on customer experience. We arrange
free and paid conferences, trade shows and retreat
events for our B2B clients and prospects to increase
loyalty and educate them on industry related issues.

•

Partnering with third parties to provide
customers with extra benefits: We have
strategic partnership with multiple technology
vendors in different domains. These partners allow
us to offer their product solutions to our clients
through an affiliate relationship. This way we can
build all-inclusive packages comprising our services
and affiliate products at huge discounts, resulting
in a win-win situation for our customers. Our
customers don’t have to go through the pain of
shortlisting multiple product vendors, negotiating
discounts and evaluating technology features since
we do all the heavy lifting for them. In short, we walk
an extra mile for each of our customers ensuring
excellent customer experience, engagement and
satisfaction.

•

Personalized content for loyal customers:
As mentioned before, our mission does not end
with closing a deal. We serve to improve our
customers’ business throughout the customer
relationship journey. To enable this, we research,
analyze and create industry relevant content,
specially crafted to help our customers improve
their businesses. We create “customers only”
webinars, dashboards and tutorials to identify
gaps and opportunities, and introduce technology
solutions to help them improve their revenues. This
way we build trust, deliver excellence and create
cross-sell opportunities for ourselves.
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•

Have a consistent brand
voice: Throughout the customers’
relationship with InterraIT, they
deal with multiple departments at
the company but we ensure that no
matter who they talk to, they get
a consistently seamless experience
and unanimous brand voice. You
cannot effectively communicate
with your customers if you don’t
have consistent messaging and brand
voice.

•

Care for your customer as
much as you do for your own
business: We at InterraIT don’t
sell to entities for the sake of it;
we build long term relationships
with our customers. We emphasize
creating loyalty, and understand that
closing a sale with a customer is
not the end. It is the beginning of
a relationship that never ends. It’s
only when customers realize that
being in business with you is actually
good for them that the thought of
moving to competition becomes a
distant possibility.

Customer
engagement is
about going beyond
the customer’s
expectations
As President and Head of Operations at Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Company, K V Dipu is spearheading
digital transformation within the company. He spoke to Digital CMO Digest about how they have integrated
technology with their initiatives for a seamless customer experience and the mistakes you need to avoid in order to
achieve Customer Success. Besides being a certified Lean Six Sigma Black Belt, he is also a member of the Harvard
Business Review Advisory Council.
Interviewed by Prajwala Hegde
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// Practices and possibilities pertaining to
Customer Success have changed over the
years, with the advent of newer technologies
like AI, among others. Can you tell us about
the extent of adoption of such technologies
within Bajaj Allianz?

customer, be it a new or an existing one.
// In today's ever-changing landscape
(rise of mobile and social technology) and
competitive business environment, what
are the big challenges you have faced while
ensuring that customers are engaged with
your products and services.

At Bajaj Allianz General Insurance, cutting-edge
customer experience is the outcome of a powerful
blend of emerging technologies and the timeless ethos
of placing customers at the center of all our initiatives.
In this context, among many others, we would like to
highlight a strong use case of technology adoption –
blockchain.

The biggest challenge for insurance companies is that this
is one product which customers think of only during bad
times. Unlike a credit card, which customers used to flash
with pride as a status symbol not too long ago, and which
customers use very frequently (whether to book a cab
or a movie or to even eat a simple meal), the insurance
policy is neither a flashy product nor a high-involvement,
frequently used one! It is in this context that our tag line
“relationship beyond insurance” clearly delineates our
endeavor to go beyond “bad” times, and play a much
bigger role in the customer’s life. And we have been one
of the fastest off the block in terms of leveraging mobile
& social technology in this ever-changing landscape.
For instance, we launched the ‘connected car’ product
wherein the customer buys a traditional policy (to be
invoked during bad times) along with a device (to be
invoked during good times). The device tracks his driving
patterns and can help the customer & the insurance
company draw up a more informed, customized policy
rather than rely on aggregate / mass patterns derived
from the overall customer data.

As they say, the real moment of truth in the insurance
industry is the moment when the customer files a claim.
We rolled out a blockchain-driven claims process in June
wherein a customer need not indulge in any paperwork
(ticket copies, proof of flight delay, correspondence
with the airline etc.) in case his international flight gets
delayed beyond the limits set out in the insurance policy
purchased from us. By leveraging the power of blockchain
technology, we have shifted the onus of proof from
the customer to ourselves. If the flight is delayed, we
cheerfully transfer the amount to the customer’s bank
account without requiring ANY paperwork from him!
// Various research studies have shown
(including our own recent study on the
'State of Product Marketing 2017') that
marketers are focusing more on winning new
customers than on engaging with existing
ones. Does this statement resonate with
your company's marketing strategy as well?

// What, according to you, are the three
key elements behind effective customer
engagement in Bajaj Allianz? How do
you scale building close-knit customer
relationships, when you have such a large
customer base?

A good football team needs both defence and offence!
Likewise, we focus on BOTH new customer acquisition
and existing customer retention. We take pride in the
fact that we are a noble industry, in the sense that
we come to the aid of customers during bad times,
and our endeavor therefore is to cast the net wide
and far to ensure that we provide protection to as
many customers as possible. Hence, the focus on new
customer acquisition.

Three key elements of the customer engagement drive
at Bajaj Allianz are
(a) Combining science with art: Deploying cutting-edge
technologies with the timeless tradition of instilling a
servicing mindset in every employee
(b) Mapping white spaces: Fixing the obvious and hidden
untouched areas throughout the customer life cycle.

At the same time, having provided cover to customers,
our objective is to ensure customers renew their
policies with us so that they continue to enjoy the
benefits of protection. And we have deployed a slew of
initiatives over the years (digital purchase of policies,
faster settlement of claims, prompt servicing, customer
empowerment) to ensure a hassle-free process for the

(c) Twinning: Drawing up enterprise journeys which
mirror actual customer journeys to ensure that
processes are aligned to the customer rather than the
other way round.
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The key to building close-knit customer relationships,
given such a large customer base, is to shift focus
from scale (one size fits all product & approach) to
scope (use of data mining & analytics) to ensure the
power of one, viz., a truly customized offering for every
customer. Actuarial science has been the cornerstone
of the insurance industry and there is an underlying
tectonic shift in terms of switching the focus from risk
to customers.

What if an insurance company assumes that its core
product (settling a claim) suffices? What about airlifting
a customer from a remote area to a hospital when he
or she is stuck prior to the claim process? This is where
our tag line “relationship beyond insurance” comes
in. Recently, when a customer was stuck in a remote
area in Ladakh, we air dashed her to a hospital. The
claim (our product) was not the issue, speed of action
in getting her to a hospital was. She survived. Had we
assumed that we had one of the best claim settlement
processes but had refused to budge on the process
prior to the claim, the patient would have not been alive
to even file the claim!

// Tell us more about some of the innovative
strategies/programs you have employed
to drive customer engagement in your
company?

// What is the one big learning that you
would like to share with us?

We have rolled out a plethora of initiatives to drive
customer engagement! For instance, in line with our
stated objective of relationship beyond insurance, we
have deployed “relationship managers at hospitals”.
These relationship managers are personally appointed
executives at hospitals who take care of claims and other
insurance related services for our customers. With
this pilot project, we aim to provide not only financial
support but also, more importantly, emotional support
to people at times they need it the most.

I am a certified six-sigma black belt, and it is sheer irony
that my biggest learning (which I am never tired of telling
my team) is that the best customer engagement is when
you do not stick to processes in terms of going by the
book. It is about going beyond! A case in point is a recent
situation wherein a customer’s husband had to undergo
a surgery. The customer who had filed a health claim
had also requested an instant approval to facilitate an
early discharge from the hospital. Curious in mind and
customer-centric at heart, we got to the bottom of
the case immediately, and figured out that the couple
wanted a quick discharge to celebrate Onam with their
friends and family members (some of whom had come
over from outside the country) in Kochi. We realized
then how a by-the-book approach (proper settlement
of claim via due diligence) wouldn’t get us a wow. So,
we leveraged the “relationship manager” angle, worked
closely with the hospital and the patient, and ensured
that we not only got them discharged quickly but also
made arrangements for a safe drop home. The patient
sent us a thank you note letting us know how our efforts
ensured that they could join their family for the festive
celebrations. The joy we experienced seeing a happy
customer is indescribable and it was our biggest reward
too!

Likewise, we have an app that empowers the customer
and dramatically reduces the motor claim settlement
time from days to minutes! Imagine that you are on
a road trip with your friends, and that you suddenly
experience a vehicle breakdown. Rather than cobbling
together paperwork, going through the rigmarole of
registering a claim, pushing for inspection in an unknown
territory etc., with the help of Bajaj Allianz - Motor On
The Spot, the customer can register and self-inspect his
motor insurance claim for claims up to Rs 20,000!
Another significant offering is our artificial intelligence
powered chatbot – christened Boing – which caters to
various needs such as policy copies, quick claim servicing
etc. Incidentally, Boing has just been conferred the
‘Skoch Order of Merit’, which is surely one of the highly
valued honors in the country!
// What do you think are the biggest reasons
companies fail at customer engagement
and what should they do to avoid those
mistakes?
Companies fail at customer engagement when they take
an insular, inside-out view and assume their core, often
narrowly defined products / services suffice. Let me
illustrate this with an example.
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Bad Hair Day in the Land of Clouds, 2013, felt pen on paper

Feedback from
existing customers
is an important
element
Customer support in B2B is somewhat different from B2C as the issues are more complex and take longer to
resolve. Consistently delivering on customer support is a big challenge for almost all B2B businesses.
To understand how companies can address these challenges, we got in touch with Nikhil Arora, Managing
Director and Vice President, GoDaddy India. He shared with us how GoDaddy's Indian customers were
different from their global counterparts in terms of their requirements, and how GoDaddy had to adapt their
strategy to support them. In fact, he goes on to say that their existing clients are the backbone of the company.
Interviewed by Avanish Tiwari
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// Who does GoDaddy target to sell its
products?

// With what objective do you engage with
your existing customers?

At GoDaddy, our aim is to help small business owners,
entrepreneurs, and individuals who want to start or
grow their ventures online. We focus on these audiences
to help raise awareness of the benefits of bringing their
venture to the Internet, such as reaching people in India
and around the world and the ability for people to learn
more about their venture at any time. We listen to them
to better understand their digital presence needs and
empower them with the right set of tools for starting
and managing their digital journey. Our online tools,
from domain name registration and website creation, to
e-commerce and security services, coupled with 24*7
award-winning customer support, are designed to help
these target audiences along the way.

Our existing clients are the backbone of our company.
We work with them to find out how they are using our
products and how they are looking to grow their venture.
Feedback from our existing customers is an important
element to our products and services innovation. We
actively seek to engage with our existing customers to
continue to better understand their needs, challenges
and requirements as they embark and manage their
digital journey.
// What is the channel or medium that you
use to engage with customers?
We believe that India is primarily a ‘Do-it-for-me’ market.
Unlike in the West, in India, customers expect and
desire a professional to help create an online presence
for them and continue to support them throughout their
online journey. Therefore, a robust channel partner
ecosystem is integral to our India strategy. Our partners
and resellers are our on-ground partners, who are wellpositioned and equipped to offer the right solutions. We
work closely with them on an on-going basis to offer
the full suite of products, solutions and informational
material available to raise awareness of the benefits of
having their business online.

// How do you engage with your existing
customers?
GoDaddy is dedicated to listening and supporting our
existing clients in over 50 markets and 100 countries
around the world. We have more than 750,000 customers
in India and we give them the opportunity to provide
feedback on our product and service offerings. To help
us further engage with our customers, we recently
announced the creation of our Customer Engagement
Program, a forum designed to deep dive into the process
of listening and learning from our customers. The
program serves as an advisory group to help facilitate
product, marketing and sales feedback, to help better
meet customer needs.

A key part
of creating
a growing,
sustainable and
predictable
business is
making sure
not to lose the
customers you
already have.

Through the Customer Council we meet our customers
on the ground level and we are coordinating with them
to better understand their issues and to help support
their growth. We have already held council meetings in
Gurgaon and Hyderabad.
In addition to our Customer Engagement Program, we
have had a customer care centre located in India for over
five years, dedicated to serving our customers locally.
Customer care is offered in four local Indian languages.
Our 24*7 free customer care is staffed with over 700
trained professionals helping customers via phone, chat,
and email, supporting their digital journey from the
start. We encourage our clients to call our customer
care experts to share their suggestions and to give
us the opportunity to resolve any issues they may be
experiencing with our products.
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// In the digital age, how important are
loyalty programs?

// Our survey says companies don't spend as
much time in selling new products to existing
customers as they do in acquiring new ones.
Your comments?

We have an active loyalty program for our Web Pro
customers in India. Members joining the free ‘GoDaddy
Pro’ program enjoy reward discount of 30% on all new
GoDaddy purchases and a 5% in-store credit on every
qualifying GoDaddy.com purchase. They also can attract
new clients with a profile on the ‘Pro Connect’ referral
platform and get pro-level support 24*7.

It costs far more to acquire a new customer than to
keep an existing one. If a business has done a good job
taking care of existing customers, and the products have
performed well for them, customers are usually willing to
buy new products from you. And since the relationship
is in place, far less (expensive) selling is required. A key
part of creating a growing, sustainable and predictable
business is making sure not to lose the customers you
already have. Strengthening your relationship with
your existing customer base is one of the best ways to
increase sales and successful companies put a lot of focus
in nurturing their existing customer base.

// Does cross-selling often happen at
GoDaddy?
GoDaddy’s customer care representatives are trained
to listen to our customers and work to resolve their
issues. As we work individually with each customer, for
the length of time it may take to fully assist them, our
representatives may suggest other GoDaddy products
and services that they think may assist in addressing
the issues the customer is discussing with us. Some of
our products are available on a free monthly trial basis
with no credit card required, such as ‘Website Builder’
and ‘Online Store’, which gives our customers the
opportunity to try the product first and see if it works
for them, before making a purchase.
// Do companies that don't have a
subscription based model give required
attention to their existing customers?
One of the key attributes to building a successful
business relationship is listening. Being a good listener
can create trust and confidence with the customer. In
today’s business environment, customer engagement
and customer care is agnostic to the subscription
model business. Customers value and appreciate a
human touch to business and listening to customers
can generate valuable feedback and data, which in turn,
can lead to higher customer retention. I can’t speak for
other companies but our focus is to fall in love with the
problems of our customers and try to find the right
solution to these problems.
At GoDaddy, we regularly engage with our customers
through our 24*7 customer care facility and the
customer engagement program. With the help of over
700 trained professionals and in-person interactions
through customer meets, we get first-hand feedback
from SMBs on new and existing products. Both of these
programs help us drive our vision to solve problems for
our existing and potential customers.
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It’s practically
self-destructive to
ignore your existing
client base
It would not be wrong to say that it is the customers who dictate a company’s priorities. So once a company falls
in the pit of neglecting their customers’ demands, things tend to go downhill from there.
We talk to Sayeed Peerzade, CIO of Reliance BIG Entertainment, to understand how important it is to listen
to one’s existing customers. He tells us about how things are changing due to digital transformation happening in
the industry and what it means for customers and marketers. He doesn’t mince his words when he talks about
how easy it has become today for customers to move from your company to your competitor, if their demands are
not heard.
Interviewed by Avanish Tiwari
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// What, according to you, is the big change
that is happening, which will significantly
impact businesses next year?

This is what I have been observing. Today I am sitting on
Amazon’s cloud and if I have some issues that they are
not caring to resolve, in a matter of hours I can move to
other data centres. You need to be in touch with your
customers, get to know their problems and fix them as
quickly as possible.

One change that has happened across industry and
businesses is digital transformation, and it is something
that will continue to happen. We need to look at the
benefits, as well as challenges that this transformation
has brought us.

It’s practically self-destructive to ignore your existing
client base, which in the first place is the reason why
your company is where it is today.

One clear advantage is that the reach of products and
services has increased manifold, be it through social
media or newer technologies such as the cloud. Both
have helped a lot in increasing the reach of products.

// Our research says enterprises mostly go
after new clients and don’t engage much with
existing clients. Your take?

Now everything is going mobile. Mobile apps are being
used increasingly to reach out to customers. What
is happening with mobility is that as the economy
improves, every business will become an app-driven
business rather than a physical entity sitting at one place.
Even the retail business is no longer just physical; they
are quickly moving to app based communication with
their customers—be it taking orders or listening to
their grievances and suggestions. We are going to see
this change in B2B as well.

I would say I differ on that research a little bit. Although
this has been the drawback of B2B companies for some
time now, times are changing, and these same enterprises
are beginning to focus on solving their clients’ problems.
Enterprises are realizing the value of business that
existing clients can bring, especially if it’s a subscription
based revenue model.
Many B2B enterprises I know are investing in listening to
their customers’ woes; because if they don’t, they will
soon lose the business.

Talking about challenges: These digital advancements
have brought in increased competition. If a company has
to innovate and launch a new product, it has to be done
really quickly, hoping that any changes required will be
made on the move after the launch. Four or five years
ago, when we talked about launching a new product, we
had to buy a server, install an OS and then develop the
application. For a new product to be launched, it would
take at least four to six months. Today, on the other
hand, any product that you can think of can be launched
within days. This leap from six months to a few days is
happening because of digital transformation.

// What are the channels that enterprises are
using to engage with clients?Which, in your
opinion, is the most effective one?
It varies from business to business. However, customers
are mostly available on smartphones, so enterprises have
regularly been using mobile devices to get in touch with
them. At Reliance Entertainment, we have developed a
platform to send notifications to customers who play
our games regularly, to understand what they want next.
Banks and telecom providers often send notifications
asking for feedback from customers.

// How important is it for a business to
engage with its existing customers?

But if you ask me how effective these interventions are,
to be honest, we are not sure. But then at this stage,
it’s not about how useful these efforts are. For now,
customers will notice that the brand is making efforts to
know more about their playing habits. This attention and
trust alone will keep them glued to my channel because
they know there is someone at the other end always
willing to listen to them if there is an issue. We are
working on how to translate those demands into reality.

One of the other challenges of digital transformation is
that it allows your existing customers to move to your
competitor in a matter of hours, and there is nothing you
can do about it unless you interact and listen to them.
Since there are other companies selling almost similar
services or products as yours, the only difference you
and your competitor could have is around customer
care.
In fact, B2B companies are facing much of this problem,
arising out of not interacting with their clients often.
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Meeting the challenge
of customer retention:
AI in B2B settings
situations is now completed digitally, even before the
first contact with a salesperson. With traditional models
in flux, customer retention in B2B settings could well be
increasingly challenging. In such a scenario, technological
interventions in customer retention strategies could be
a key differentiator.
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Data mining and AI as opportunities

The ‘number of new customers acquired’ is often
considered an important growth metric. However, in
isolation it is often incomplete, and many times misleading,
as an indicator of the health of a firm. The reason, as
Kumar, Dixit, and Dass (2016) point out, is that acquiring
a new customer is almost five times as expensive as
retaining an existing one. However, in the rush to bask
in the afterglow of new customer acquisition, the value
of retaining existing customers is often overlooked.
Business to business (B2B) contexts tend to show greater
vulnerability to this phenomenon. In this article, I delve
into extant research to uncover possible reasons. Then, I
look at Artificial Intelligence (AI) in particular, as a means
to improve customer retention strategies.

Customer retention strategies have been identified as
a key area in marketing which have been impacted by
technology (Kumar, 2015). Understanding customer
retention as a phenomenon typically requires data over
a period of time, related to many different aspects of the
customer’s transactions (Kumar & Reinartz, 2016). As the
authors note, ‘maximum likelihood estimation’ has been
the preferred approach to model customer retention.
However, with the growth of AI-related technologies,
a promising avenue in implementing customer retention
strategies is the use of sophisticated AI-based data mining
applications (Jahromi, Stakhovych, & Ewing, 2014). It is
important to note that predictive analytics, particularly
in combating customer churn, has been touted as one of
the most promising application areas of AI in marketing.
However, choosing the right technology is often the
trickiest bit.

The B2B environment in flux
Doney, Barry, and Abratt (2007) cite the intangibility of
service offerings, complexity in the evaluation process,
long-term nature of relationships and difficulty in predicting
future performance as salient characteristics of the B2B
environment. Adding larger purchase quantities, more
frequent transactions and greater transaction values to
the mix, Jahromi, Stachovych, and Ewing (2014) assert that
customer retention should be accorded greater priority
in B2B settings. This is particularly pertinent as customer
retention has been shown to have a disproportionately
significant positive impact on firm valuation (Gupta,
Lehmann, & Stuart, 2004). With greater digitization,
online and offline channels are increasingly merging in
B2B sales systems. As Arli, Bauer, and Palmatier (2017)
note, a large part of the sales process in B2B sales

As Ng and Liu (2000) assert, a guiding light in choosing the
right technology, and to its application, is often domain
knowledge and a deep understanding of the problem
to be solved. Without the two in place, AI-based data
mining applications, at the moment, are limited to being
task solvers with little business import. An interesting
application of AI-based data mining applications has been
demonstrated in the area of customer churn analytics
(Jahromi, Stakhovych, & Ewing, 2014). Here, the authors
model predicted customer churn in a B2B context. Based
on model predictions, high-profit customers who are
the most vulnerable to potential churn are identified.
Subsequently, through targeted customer retention
messages, attempts are made to retain this highly profitable
20

customer segment. Through the use of AI, this approach
holds promise to target potential switchers, thereby
avoiding blanket spending on customer retention, which
has traditionally been the norm.
Summary
On the one hand, AI has been hailed as “the most
important general-purpose technology of our era”
(Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). On the other, the worth of
customer retention as a business goal is being increasingly
acknowledged. The challenge of using AI as a customer
retention facilitator is an interesting one. The first steps
in this direction are being taken in B2B settings. AI-based
data mining applications have shown initial promise. With
the availability of transaction data expected to increase
exponentially, this data will serve as the training material
for AI-based customer retention applications of the future.
CMOs will be well-served to keep their antennas tuned
to future opportunities!
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